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Brain Areas and Functions
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Brain Functions in the Classroom
Brain Area

Possible Effects of Left
Hemisphere Damage?

Possible Effects of Right
Hemisphere Damage?

Occipital Lobe

Slow reading, poor spelling
with letter substitutions,
difficulty with visual
discrimination of details

Limited comprehension and
writing when visual
imagery required, object
recognition limited

Dorsal Stream

Poor left/right orientation,
sound-symbol association
(i.e., alphabetic principle),
and letter reversals

Poor handwriting and math
from spatial deficits; poor
awareness of self and
environment during social

Ventral Stream

Difficulty recognizing sight
words, poor reading
fluency; object naming
limited

Difficulty with sight words
and perception of affect and
faces*
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Brain Functions in the Classroom
Brain Area

Possible Effects of Left
Hemisphere Damage?

Possible Effects of Right
Hemisphere Damage?

Lateral/Medial
Temporal Lobe

Can’t remember facts and
words due to difficulty with
long-term memory, poor
categorization

Limited understanding of
context, metaphor, multiple
word meanings, and humor*

Superior Temporal
Lobe

Frequent requests for
repetition, poor word
reading, poor auditory and
phonological processing

Poor perception of rate and
pitch or prosody, difficulty
with complex sentence
processing*

Anterior Parietal
Lobe

Poor right hand grasping,
writing too light or dark,
complains after writing that
“hand hurts”

Poor left hand grasping and
limited bimanual
coordination skills
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Brain Functions in the Classroom
Brain Area

Possible Effects of Left
Hemisphere Damage

Possible Effects of Right
Hemisphere Damage

Occipital-temporalparietal crossroads
and Wernicke’s
Area

Difficulty connecting sounds
(phonemes) with symbols
(graphemes); difficulty
connnecting numbes with
quantity and math
algorithms, limited
comprehension of explicit
language

Poor math problem solving
and comprehension of
implicit language, complex
language, poetry, difficulty
with new learning and
integrating different types
of information; poor
understanding of humor

Posterior Frontal
Lobe

Difficulty with dressing,
drawing, and handwriting;
limited or no motor skill
automaticity

Difficulty with learning new
motor skills and sports
requiring fine motor,
difficulty with using both
hand simultaneously

Broca’s Area

Halting speech with little
output and difficulty with
articulation and syntax,
even impulse control

Poor verbal prosody and
word substitutions; verbose,
but limited pragmatics
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Brain Functions in the Classroom
Brain Area

Possible Effects of Left
Hemisphere Damage

Possible Effects of Right
Hemisphere Damage

Dorsolateral-Dorsal Poor encoding for storage,
Cingulate
limited decision making,
rigid and inflexible thinking,
difficulty with concordant
and convergent thought

Poor retrieval from long
term memory, sustained
attention, and novel
problem solving; difficulty
with discordant/divergent
thought

Orbital-Ventral
Cingulate

Disinhibition and
indifference, aggression and
or conduct problems

Depressive symptoms and
avoidance/withdrawal,
excessive emotional control
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Concordance-Discordance Model Steps
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The Concordance-Discordance Model of
SLD Identification
(WIAT-4 and KTEA-3 Endorse This Model!)

Processing Strength Composite

Significant
Difference

Significant
Difference

Achievement Deficit

Processing Weakness Composite

No Significant
Difference

Source: Hale, J. B., & Fiorello, C. A. (2004). School Neuropsychology: A Practitioner’s Handbook. New
York, NY: Guilford Press.
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Step 1 in C-DM of LD Identification:
Step

Clinical Objective

Clinical Question/Decision Rules

1

Score standardized cognitive
test and determine whether
global composite score (e.g.,
IQ), factor scores, or subtest
scores should be
interpreted.

1a. Are all subtest scores consistent
enough to interpret global composite
score (e.g., IQ)?
→YES, C-DM unlikely, probably not SLD;
discontinue or consider other possible
measure of processing deficits.
→NO, C-DM possible; go to Step 1b.
1b. If not consistent across the entire
test, are the subtest scores consistent
within factors to interpret factor scores?
→YES, C-DM possible; go to Step 2.
→NO, Consider subtest combinations to
form new factor score within cognitive
measure, go to Step 1c.
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Step 1 in C-DM of LD Identification:
Step

Clinical Objective

Clinical Question/Decision
Rules

1

Score standardized cognitive test
and determine whether global
composite score (e.g., IQ), factor
scores, or subtest scores should be
interpreted.

1c. If no subtest combinations
appear to represent a new factor,
can other standardized measures
be added to cognitive measure to
create new factor score?
→YES, new subtest combination
appropriate for use in C-DM
model, go to Step 2.
→NO, consider combining
subsets from additional measure
of at least two subtests to create
new factor score for use in C-DM
analyses, go to Step 2
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Step 2 in C-DM of LD Identification:
Step

Clinical Objective

Clinical Question/Decision Rules

2

Score standardized achievement
test and examine to see if
composites or subsets indicate
achievement deficit

2a. Do standardized achievement
scores indicate an academic deficit
that is consistent with prior
evaluation (e.g., nonresponse to
intervention), classroom permanent
products, and teacher reported
achievement deficits?
→YES, C-DM possible, go to Step 3.
→NO, Explore other possible causes
for poor test performance, or
explanations for poor performance
in the classroom; consider
achievement retesting to
verify/refute achievement deficit;
return to Step 2 or discontinue.
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Step 3 in C-DM of LD Identification:
Step

Clinical Objective

Clinical Question/Decision Rules

3

Review cognitive (e.g., CHC) and/or
neuropsychological literature to
ensure obtained cognitive deficit(s)
is associated with achievement
deficit(s)

3a. Could obtained cognitive
deficits interfere with deficient
academic achievement area?
→YES, cognitive and/or
neuropsychological deficits have
been found to be related to deficit
achievement area in the literature,
go to Step 4
→NO, C-DM unlikely unless
research not conducted, check for
ecological validity of cognitive and
achievement deficits; return to
Step 2 or discontinue.
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Step 4 in C-DM of LD Identification:
Step Clinical Objective
4
Obtain reliability coefficients for
cognitive strengths, cognitive
deficit(s) and achievement
deficit(s)

Clinical Question/Decision Rules
4a. Are factor/subtest reliability
coefficients (e.g., coefficient alpha)
available in the cognitive and
achievement technical manuals?
→YES, factor strengths and deficits,
and achievement score reliabilities are
in the manuals; go to Step 5.
→NO, new factor scores and reliability
coefficients must be computed;
average factor scores and reliability
coefficients for new factors (use
Fisher’s z-transformation for
reliabilities, see Hale et al., 2008); go
to Step 5.
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Step 5 in C-DM of LD Identification:
Step Clinical Objective
5
Calculate standard
error of the difference
(SED) formula to
establish discordance
between cognitive
strength and cognitive
deficit

Clinical Question/Decision Rules
5a. Enter reliability coefficients for cognitive
strength and deficit into SED formula, and solve for
SED:
5b. Multiple obtained SED value by 1.96 for p < .05,
or 2.58 for p < .01.
5c. Is obtained difference between cognitive
strength and deficit greater than SED critical value?
→YES, there is a significant difference between
cognitive strength and deficit, child likely has a
deficit in the basic psychological processes that is
interfering with academic achievement; go to Step 6.
→NO, consider other possible cognitive deficit
responsible for achievement deficit, go to Step 1; or
the child may have another disability interfering with
achievement, consider further evaluation; or the
child does not have a SLD, try to serve in intensive
response-to-intervention model.
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Step 6 in C-DM of LD Identification:
Step

Clinical Objective

Clinical Question/Decision Rules

6

Calculate SED formula
to establish
discordance between
cognitive strength and
achievement deficit

6a. Enter reliability coefficients for cognitive
strength and academic deficit into SED formula,
and solve for SED:
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6b. Multiple obtained SED value by 1.96 for p <
.05, or 2.58 for p < .01.
5c. Is obtained difference between cognitive
strength and academic deficit greater than SED
critical value?
→YES, there is a significant difference between
cognitive strength and deficit, child likely has
unexpected underachievement consistent with a
specific learning disability; go to Step 7.
→NO, consider other possible cognitive deficit
and/or achievement deficit, go to Step 1; or the
child may have another disability interfering with
achievement, consider further evaluation; or
discontinue, the child does not have a SLD, try to
serve in intensive response-to-intervention model.
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Step 7 in C-DM of LD Identification:
Step
7

Clinical
Objective
Calculate SED
formula to
establish
concordance
between
cognitive
deficit and
achievement
deficit

Clinical Question/Decision Rules
7a. Enter reliability coefficients for cognitive deficit and academic deficit
into SED formula, and solve for SED:
7b. Multiple obtained SED value by 1.96 for p < .05, or 2.58 for p < .01.
5c. Is obtained difference between cognitive strength and academic deficit
less than SED critical value?
→YES, there is no significant difference between cognitive deficit and the
achievement deficit, cognitive deficit plausible cause for achievement
deficit, consider team determination of specific learning disability
classification; begin individualized instruction in inclusive or more
restrictive environment as necessary; go to Step 8.
→NO, is the achievement deficit significantly below the cognitive deficit?
If so, this could mean other factors are causing additional impairment,
consider for specific learning disability classification and individualized
service delivery, and additional evaluation to determine why achievement
deficit is substantial; go to Step 8.
→NO, is the achievement deficit significantly above the cognitive deficit?
If so, this could mean the child is using a compensatory strategy to score
better on the academic measure, determine if results still warrant specific
learning disability classification and/or individualized service delivery; go
to Step 8.
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Step 8 in C-DM of LD Identification:
Step Clinical Objective

Clinical Question/Decision Rules

8

Re-examine empirical literature, RTI
data, teacher reports, classroom
permanent products, classroom
observations, and other evaluation
data (including C-DM results) to
determine if child meets IDEA
statutory and regulatory
requirements of SLD or other
disorder warranting special
education services; consider within
the context of other team
evaluation data; consider SLD
classification and service delivery in
least restrictive environment.

Determine if C-DM findings have
ecological validity and achieve team
consensus for SLD or other disorder
determination.
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Brain Literate Approaches to Instruction
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Brain Literate Approaches to Instruction
Issue
Intervention
Packages
Purchased for
Global Problem

Different
Orientations to
Solving
Problems and
Showing Work

Standard
Expected
Brain Literate
Expected
Education
Outcome
Education
Outcome
Same
Some respond to Instructional
Student gets
evidence-based evidence-based approach based on appropriate
instructional approach while cause of global
intervention
approach used others struggle, problem, so
designed to
for all children lower self-esteem intervention
address cause;
in each global from repeated
tailored to
global outcome
area (e.g.,
failure
individual need
enhanced for all
reading)
Teacher allows
different
approaches to
accomplishing
assignment as
long as “right”
answer is
achieved

Some children
Acquisition of
use maladaptive fundamental skills
learning patterns necessary;
to achieve correct neglecting skill
answers in
area, even if
current class that compensated for,
fail them later as may later lead to
curriculum
maladaptive
demands change outcomes

Students develop
fundamental skills
necessary for both
current and later
curriculum
demands,
prepared for
generalization to
later instruction
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Brain Literate Approaches to Instruction
Standard
Issue
Education
Completing Tasks Students
or Tests Quickly struggle with
quick
performance
given
extended time
assignments
and testing
Language
Teacher
comprehension repeats
problem with
instructions or
nouns and/or
writes them
verbs
down for
student

Expected
Outcome
Students with
extended time
appear different
from peers;
perform at own
pace, losing class
instruction

Brain Literate
Education
Determine cause of
slow performance
and remediate;
build processing
speed, with
decreased need for
accommodations

Expected
Outcome
Children no longer
need extended time
to complete tasks
and perform
comparably to
peers in terms of
speed and accuracy

Students
recognize need to
understand, but
do so in rote
fashion

Teacher recognizes
brain differs for
nouns and verbs,
and different
effects for one
child or another

Behaviour, memory,
and language
patterns connected;
students get
language help
where most needed
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Brain Literate Approaches to Instruction
Issue

Standard
Education

Expected
Outcome

Brain Literate
Education

Expected
Outcome

Language
Teacher uses
problem with
rule-based
syntax due to
learning to
sequencing
teach syntax
and/or simple vs.
complex

Students follow Syntax and
rules but do not sequential
apply to their own processing are
oral or written
related to Broca’s
expressions
and Exner’s brain
areas, right
hemisphere for
complex syntax

Students use
working memory to
hear, repeat, and
generate different
sequences of words
for what “sounds
good”

Word Reading
Problem
Interferes with
Comprehension

Students unable
to access
knowledge and
content unless
someone reads it
for them

Children read and
comprehend; can
use reading skills in
other classes or
independently

Students who
have difficulty
with reading
are read to,
and then
answer
questions

Determine reading
problem cause and
build literacy to
allow access to
writing in multiple
settings
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Brain Literate Approaches to Instruction
Issue
Student Gives
Wrong
Response
During Whole
Group
Instruction

Spelling
Accuracy

Standard
Expected
Education
Outcome
During whole
Student difficulty
class Q&A,
in memory
student does not retrieval or oral
provide answer, expression feels
on to next
frustrated, no
student
longer tries to
answer questions

Brain Literate
Expected
Education
Outcome
Teacher listens to Student rewarded
student response for effort and can
and tries to
learn to cue self to
cue/shape answers aid retrieval or say
until correct answer things in different
is achieved
ways to ensure
ensuring success accuracy

Student with
spelling problem
told to use
computer spell
check

Written spelling
Student reads
important for
better by practicing
sound-symbol
speaking and
associations so
reading at same
practice spelling
time, transferring
and also writing
sound to letter,
letters for decoding letter to sound,
sound to writing,
letter to saying
sound

Student has
difficulty with
spelling and
reading
decoding/word
attack skills
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Brain Literate Approaches to Instruction
Issue
Handwriting
Competence

Work
Completion

Standard
Education
Students given
laptop to key in
written
responses

Expected
Outcome
Student feels
different, never
learns to write or
draw well

Students given
less homework
or fewer items
to complete
during
assignments,
especially if
difficulty with
content

Student works to
achieve minimal
amounts of work;
has difficulty with
mastery and
fluency, making
higher level
learning more
difficult

Brain Literate
Education
Cause(s) of poor
handwriting
(spatial, sensory,
motor, integration)
found & targeted
Student needs
more items and
practice for
automatic skills,
subsequent
learning more
easier if basic skills
achieved, even if
accurate

Expected
Outcome
Student improves
deficit area, no
longer has
handwriting
problems
Student not only
accurate but fluent
in performance,
freeing working
memory for better
understanding and
making new
learning less
arduous and time
consuming
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Brain Literate Approaches to Instruction
Issue
Learning Styles
or Multiple
Intelligences
Build Strengths
to Compensate
for Weaknesses

Portfolios to
Show
Satisfactory
Performance on
Same Objective
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Standard
Expected
Brain Literate
Education
Outcome
Education
Teacher allows Student more
Important to
different
likely to practice recognize
methods to
strength and avoid processing, not
evaluate
weakness, making learning styles, and
student
difference greater build weaknesses
outcomes based and more
except when
on preferential maladaptive
compensation is
learning style
necessary

Expected
Outcome
Processing problem
addressed and
corrected; student
can respond using
multiple modalities
and with confidence
that is similar to
peers

Teacher
Time consuming;
develops
subjective grading
individualized may not be fair to
expectations
students; may be
and criterion for affected by other
acceptable
factors (e.g.,
performance, so personality,
different
opinion, not
student
related to task)
expectations

Improved
performance on
comparable
measures for all
students; students
respond well; fair
student
measurement

Evaluation same for
students, with
different processing
strengths and
weaknesses
considered;
provides
intervention to
improve weakness
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Brain Literate Approaches to Instruction
Standard
Expected
Brain Literate
Education
Outcome
Education
Students use No math fact
Math fact
calculators for automaticity, poor encoding, storage,
basic math
number sense, so & retrieval for
facts, emphasis cannot judge
higher level math
focused on
quantity or
concepts and work
problem solving accuracy, or solve completion;
methods
problems
practice makes
perfect!
Self-Monitoring Student turns Teacher tells
Error monitoring
of Work/Error in work with
student he is
not easy if brainCorrection
obvious errors “careless” or
based,
student can
doesn’t show
metacognitive
easily
pride in work,
strategies needed
recognize/corre leading to poor to improve
ct
self-concept
checking
Issue
Technology in
Mathematics

Expected
Outcome
Students easily
retrieve math facts
for higher level
math; problem
solving approach
good with number
sense
Student completes
work and then uses
mental or physical
checklist to
examine and
correct mistakes
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Brain Literate Approaches to Instruction
Issue
Comorbidity –
Multiple
Problems in
Same Child

Multisensory
Instruction

Standard
Expected
Brain Literate
Education
Outcome
Education
Student seen as Teacher more
Knowledge of
having multiple likely to “give up” brain-behaviour
problems not on child and refers relationships
related (e.g.
for many
explains
expressive
evaluations, seeks “comorbid”
language,
multiple different characteristics,
imitation, and interventions
leading to
social skills)
unrelated
coordinated
interventions
Teacher uses Some children
Appropriate use of
“multisensory” benefit from
multisensory
approach,
having multiple approaches
including vision, input channels, considered,
auditory,
and simultaneous including single
tactile, motor output channels, channel in case of
(VAKT) for
ensuring access; poor connectivity,
struggling
others find it
which is
learners
confusing
remediated
separately

Expected
Outcome
Intervention
focuses on domains
from neuroscience
perspective; shows
interrelationships
and transfer while
targeting a skill to
improve other
Students who
benefit do well,
other children need
focus on one
channel, but then
get cross-modal
matching to
improve
multisensory
integration
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Brain Literate Approaches to Instruction
Issue
Intended Use of
Differentiated
Instruction
Methods

Multicultural
Education –
Language

Standard
Education
Teacher uses
learning styles
or multiple
intelligences
approach to
address
learner
differences
(e.g., auditory,
visual)

Expected
Outcome
No accurate
identification of
learning style, so
some learners
benefit while
others do not,
making
accommodations
largely ineffective

Brain Literate
Education
Differences in
cognitive strengths
and weaknesses
key, not input or
output demands;
helps teachers
avoid vague labels
(e.g., visual,
attention, memory

Expected
Outcome
Error patterns show
processing problem,
and appropriate
scaffold for student
success (e.g.,
different strategies
for memory
encoding, storage,
or retrieval
problem)

“Correct”
linguistic
answer not
considering
cultural
response
pattern

Answers scores in
terms of
incorrect/correct
for entire class
regardless of
cultural
preference

Different cultures
may prefer implicit
(right hemisphere)
language; realizes
differences may be
more sophisticated

Students’ cultural
preference for
language
considered;
differences
understood and
appreciated
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Brain Literate Approaches to Instruction
Issue
Multicultural
Education –
Language

Standard
Expected
Brain Literate
Education
Outcome
Education
Teacher requires Answers scores in Different cultures
correct linguistic terms of
may prefer implicit
answer not
incorrect/correct (right hemisphere)
considering
for entire class
language; realizes
preferred
regardless of
differences may be
cultural
cultural preference more sophisticated
response
pattern

Multicultural
Teacher requires Student grades
Education – Time timely &
lowered because
Sense and
speeded
of incorrect scores
Response Speed performance on assigned; little
power tests;
desire to learn to
incomplete tests be quicker
or assignments

Different cultures
with different time
sense and speed;
helps students
recognize
differences in time
and speed

Expected
Outcome
Students’ cultural
preference for
language
considered;
differences
understood and
appreciated

Students learn when
to perform within
culturally relevant
time and speed, and
when to alter speed
to achieve well
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Brain Literate Approaches to Behavior
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Brain Literate Approaches to Behavior
Brain Literate
Education
Approach
Attention to Poor attention Attention
Different causes of
Task
to task leads to continues to be attention problems
teacher
poor and student- require different
reprimands and teacher
interventions
reducing free
relationship
time activities limited
Issue

Standard
Education

Expected
Outcome

Expected
Outcome

Students focus
outside self to
decrease internal
attention problem;
students focus
attention to avoid
distractibility
Following
Student who
Punishment
Problem behaviour Teacher recognizes
Teacher
does not comply suppresses
may be
situations more likely
Instruction or with teacher
behaviour, leads inadvertently
to lead to behaviour;
Command
demands seen to problem
reinforced or may prevents behaviour
as volitional
transferred to
not be volitional
from occurring or
noncompliance other behaviors; because of
responds accordingly
and punished lower self-esteem inconsistent
executive function
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Brain Literate Approaches to Behavior

Issue

Standard
Education

Expected
Outcome

Brain Literate
Education Approach

Expected
Outcome

Student
Action
Different
from
Stated
Desire

Student says one
thing but does
another, so is
perceived as
volitional in
misbehaviour

Student punished
for lying or
deceiving teacher;
trust lost, student
feels helpless

If problem behaviour Student is given
is automatic, student behavioural
can want to change intervention to
but has difficulty
prevent or interfere
changing in real world with behaviour so not
displayed

Student
Differ in
ReportingC
onflict

Students give
conflicting
accounts for
conflict or
problem, so one
must be “lying”

Teacher tries to find
out “truth” and
believes one more
credible, and
punishes other

Memory
Students sees
reconstructed so each differing viewpoints,
student telling
feels perspective
“truth”; different
valued; solves
perspectives
conflicts in productive
understood
way
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Brain Literate Approaches to Behavior
Issue

Standard
Education

Expected
Outcome

Brain Literate
Education Approach

Expected
Outcome

Social Skills

Commercial
social skills
program used
across all
students
regardless of
behavioural
differences

Some students
benefit from
program, others
have difficulty
understanding or
performing social
skills

Processing strengths
and weaknesses tied
to social skills
deficits, with
perception and/or
action targeted for
individual students

Students attend to
particular processing
problem during
social skills; role
plays for practicing
perception and/or
action for
automaticity

Motivation

Student is
unmotivated;
student may have
problems in the
family or home,
or dislikes
teacher

Teacher not
concerned about
poor motivation,
blames the
student and/or
outside
circumstances

Differences in
reward strength and
motivation can be
brain based;
influence on
performance or
behaviour possible

Students use
different approaches
to improve
motivation and task
completion based on
individual
differences
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Brain Literate Approaches to Behavior
Standard Education
Issue

Impulse
Control

Expected
Outcome

Brain Literate
Education Approach

Expected
Outcome

Student impulsive Impulsive
responding is
responding is
perceived as
ignored or
attention-seeking punished
and/or
oppositional
behaviour

Activity Level Student moves
around in desk,
gets out of seat,
plays with
materials

Poor or excessive
Student delays
executive control
response, waits for
lead to poor
clues to respond
inhibition, serving , (e.g., called on) or
with interventions to reduces tension
increase or decrease stopping release
functions
function (e.g.,
respectively
squeeze ball)
Teacher ignores or High activity level
Reduced activity
reprimands
could be due to
level using frequent
student, forces
brain over- or
breaks, physical
student to sit
underactivity, with activity (increase
quietly
goal to decrease or brain), and reduce
increase functioning anxiety and selfrespectively
concern (decrease
brain); sanction
single manipulative
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Brain Literate Approaches to Behavior
Standard
Education

Brain Literate
Education
Approach
Multicultura Teacher prefers Culture or gender Collective vs.
l and Gender single approach differences not individualistic
Differences to problem
recognized;
styles related to
in Problem solving not
group success or hemispheric
Solving
recognizing
failure regardless preferences and
cultural or
of approach,
integration; males
gender
solution, or
better at quick
differences
timely
solutions, females
completion
more sophisticated
approach but more
time consuming
Issue

Expected
Outcome

Expected
Outcome
Problem solving
style understood
and appreciated;
recognize that
difference is
expected and
different problems
better solved doing
different
approaches
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THANK YOU!
QUESTIONS? COMMENTS?
Please feel free to contact me (aka, Brad :) with questions or
interest in helping develop educator brain literacy!
connect@teachingbrainliteracy.com
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